Inverted repeats direct repair of adenovirus minichromosome ends.
Adenovirus DNA initiates strand-displacement replication from origins located in identical inverted terminal repetitions (ITRs). Panhandle structures, formed by base pairing between ITRs on the displaced strands, have been proposed as replication intermediates for complementary strand synthesis. We have used a model system, which separates adenovirus replication origin sequences from those involved in panhandle formation, to study the length and sequence integrity of panhandles. By making a series of unidirectional deletion in the panhandle sequence, we show that 31 bp are necessary for panhandle formation. Removal of long stretches of 3'-unpaired nucleotides distal to the panhandle is extremely efficient. Our results argue for the formation of panhandles during adenovirus DNA replication and provide a mechanism for maintaining sequence identity between distantly located inverted repetitions. The size constraint may explain why the adenovirus ITRs are larger than the viral DNA replication origins.